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InDesign mopping up: 
Styles, glyphs, revision etc.
 
Create a single page A4 recto-verso document, with some styles and things 
(with quite a lot of repetition here)…

Download resources from iscom.millner.fr/down/inDesign-3.zip

Create a new document in InDesign:  A4 portrait, recto verso, bleed 2mm, 2 pages, 
margins 15mm, 2 columns, gutter 5mm. Do not forget to switch off “Facing pages”, 
because this is not a document that opens like a book.

This document is for professional offset printing, so the colour space will be CMYK.

You are going to create the document as shown in the PDF, and use Paragraph and 
Character styles. 

Go » Windows » Workspace » Advanced, so that you have a decent panels space.

From the Swatches panel, create two named custom colours 
(1) “Document Red” CMYK  0  90  100  0. (2) “Document Blue” CMYK  100  50  10  0

Convert the image for offset printing: open berries.jpg in Photoshop and  
1. go » Image » Mode » CMYK colour (CMYK is the colour space for print) 
2. go » Edit » Convert to Profile » Coated FOGRA39

The “Coated FOGRA39” profile is for coated paper — you would need to find out 
from your printer which profile to use for the particular paper you have chosen.

Your JPG image file is now ready for offset printing.

http://iscom.millner.fr/down/inDesign-3.zip
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Let’s first make the backgrounds for the document, and then lock the layer.

1. Fill both document pages with a rectangle, all the way to the bleeds, with colour 
“Document Red”, Tint 9%. 
2. Lock the layer (from the Layers Panel), and name this layer “Background”. 
3. Create a new layer by clicking on the new layer icon at the bottom of the panel 
window. All the rest of the work will be done on the new layer.

Place the image (all the way to the bleeds) — frame height 90mm.

We now create the paragraph and character styles, before we place the texts.

Open the Paragraph Styles panel. Double click “[Basic Paragraph]”. Set as follows…
 – Basic Character Formats: Font Family Verdana, Size 10pt, Leading 13pt. 
(Verdana is a system font for both Mac and PC.)

 – Indent and Spacing: Space After 3mm.
 – Hyphenation: switch Hyphenate off.

Create a new Paragraph Style, and name it “Heading 2” (which by default is based 
on the basic paragraph style)

 – In Basic Character Formats, change Font Style to Bold.
 – In Indents and Spacing change Spacing After to 0mm.
 – In Character Colour make the colour “document blue”.

Open the Character Styles palette, and create a character style called “red”, with 
Character Colour “Document red”.

 
You create these styles so that, if you want to change just one thing in the 
document, like the font size of a particular kind of heading, you then need to 
do this just once by changing its style (if this changes any spacing you would 
still need to check). This is particularly useful for larger documents, or if you 
are making several documents with a consistent look.
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So lastly (before we place the texts), we create the text boxes.

Create a text box in each of the two column areas, with distance from top of the 
page (y) of 120mm and text-box-height 162 mm.

Link the second text box to the first: With the Selection Tool selected, click once on 
the little square just above the bottom right hand corner of the left box, and then 
click again inside the right box. A little triangle appears in the little square, to show 
that you have succeeded in linking the text.

Now place all the text from the file text.txt:
 – first make sure that your Paragraph Style is set to “Basic Paragraph” and your 
Character Style is set to “None”, so that you imported text is neutral

 – then, with a text box selected, go » File » Place and click on the file text.txt.

Size the big heading manually; use the Paragraph Style to format the small (H2) 
headings. Use the Charter Style to make some selected text red.

Now, let’s make a Paragraph Style for the bulleted texts: create a new Paragraph 
Style called “Bullets”, and in Indents and Spacing make Left Indent 4mm and First 
Line Indent -4mm.

Format the bulleted text with this new Paragraph Style. We’re nearly there.

For the actual bullet symbol, open the Glyphs panel:
 – go »Windows » Type and Tables » Glyphs, and first look around.

In the Glyphs panel, have Show: “Symbols”, and with the cursor in front of the first 
bulleted text, click on the big black circle, and then press Tab. Do the same for the 
rest of the bullets (or copy-paste).

Also, look at the Wingdings (and its variants 2 and 3) possibilities in Glyphs.

Note: There is an easier way to make a bulleted or numbered list: in Paragraph Styles 
you have a section called “Bullets and Numbering“; also there is » Type » Bulleted 
and Numbered Lists. Although this is much quicker, you have far less control. 
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A further change 
Let’s pretend that you showed this document to your customer, who decided 
that (s)he wants horizontal lines above each small (H2) heading. 

Easy! Just modify the Heading2 Paragraph Rules, such that your have 
“Rule above”, Weight 0,5pt, Colour “document blue”, Width “Column”,  
Offset 4mm, and Right Indent 5mm. 

Experiment!

Tidying some text 
If a short word is “lost” at the end of a sentence and you wish to “glue” it to 
the next word, as in the circled work “in” on the right…

 – place the cursor at the start of the line below, and hit back-space such that 
the two works “in” and “and” are joined to become “inand”

 – place the cursor between “in” and “and” and  
go » Type » Insert White Space » Nonbreaking Space or (easier)  ⌥⌘X .

More tidying 
Let’s force the start of a new paragraph ““How about if I sleep…” into the next 
text column: Place your cursor just in front to the new paragraph, and 
go » Type » Insert Break Character » Column Break.

Now let’s decide that you need to have a version for printing on an office 
printer. Redesign this document to accommodate this. Assume that the 
office printer requires an edge margin of 5mm to hold the paper. (So the 
solid light red background colour cannot go to the edge — so maybe have 
no background; the image cannot go to the edge either — so maybe make 
it smaller?) Show me your redesign. 

 



●	

This is the H2 heading
One	morning,	when	Gregor	Samsa	woke	from	
troubled	dreams,	he	found	himself	transformed	
in	his	bed	into	a	horrible	vermin.

He	lay	on	his	armour-like	back,	and	if	he	lifted	
his	head	a	little	he	could	see	his	brown	belly,	
slightly	domed	and	divided	by	arches	into	stiff	
sections.

The	bedding	was	hardly	able	to	cover	it	and	
seemed	ready	to	slide	off	any	moment.	His	
many	legs,	pitifully	thin	compared	with	the	size	
of	the	rest	of	him,	waved	about	helplessly	as	he	
looked.

What is next
“What’s	happened	to	me?”	he	thought.	It	
wasn’t	a	dream.	His	room,	a	proper	human	
room	although	a	little	too	small,	lay	peacefully	
between	its	four	familiar	walls.

●	 A	collection	of	textile	samples	lay	spread	out	
on	the	table.

●	 Samsa	was	a	travelling	salesman.

And	above	it	there	hung	a	picture	that	he	had	
recently	cut	out	of	an	illustrated	magazine	and	
housed	in	a	nice,	gilded	frame.

It	showed	a	lady	fitted	out	with	a	fur	hat	and	fur	
boa	who	sat	upright,	raising	a	heavy	fur	muff	
that	covered	the	whole	of	her	lower	arm	towards	
the	viewer.

“How	about	if	I	sleep	a	little	bit	longer	and	forget	
all	this	nonsense”,	he	thought,	but	that	was	
something	he	was	unable	to	do	because	he	was	
used	to	sleeping	on	his	right,	and	in	his	present	
state	couldn’t	get	into	that	position.

However	hard	he	threw	himself	onto	his	right,	
he	always	rolled	back	to	where	he	was.

Another H2 heading
He	must	have	tried	it	a	hundred	times,	shut	
his	eyes	so	that	he	wouldn’t	have	to	look	at	
the	floundering	legs,	and	only	stopped	when	
he	began	to	feel	a	mild,	dull	pain	there	that	
he	had	never	felt	before.

●	 “Oh,	God”,	he	thought,	“what	a	strenuous	
careers	it	is	that	I’ve	chosen!	Travelling	day	
in	and	day	out”.

●	Doing	business	like	this	takes	much	more	
effort	than	doing	your	own	business	at	
home,	and	on	top	of	that	there’s	the	curse	
of	travelling,	worries	about	making	train	
connections,	bad	and	irregular	food,	contact	
with	different	people	all	the	time	so	that	you	
can	never	get	to	know	anyone	or	become	
friendly	with	them.

●	 It	can	all	go	to	Hell!

The end
“He	felt	a	slight	itch	up	on	his	belly;	pushed	
himself	slowly	up	on	his	back	towards	the	
headboard	so	that	he	could	lift	his	head	better.

A	little	bit	of	Kafka:	this	is	the	H1	heading




